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adamduren@gmail.com
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OVERVIEW
Building software is my passion. I have worked in many environments including a large company, development agencies, as
well as freelancing. In doing so I discovered that working directly with the customer and helping guide the project from
start to finish to be the most rewarding. I decided to start my own consulting company along with a career long colleague.
Since doing so I have been rewarded by working on the most interesting projects of my career. My primary engineering
experience is as a full-stack developer fluent in both Angular and React on the front-end and Django, Node.js, or Firebase
on the back-end.

SKILLS
Languages and Frameworks JavaScript
Other skills

Python

Angular

Django

Ionic

React

HTML/CSS

Firebase

Test Driven Development

Scrum / Kanban

Ansible (DevOps)

Linux

Networking

SQL

Progressive Web App (PWA) Amazons Web Services (AWS)

EXPERIENCE
CTO at Northern Logic

June 2015 – Present

• Built a credit card viewing and autofill browser extension that pairs to a mobile app which generates one time use
credit cards
• Built a web app that securely pairs with an app on a users device to manage email, text, contacts, and credit cards.
• Implemented a Progressive Web App for a golf site which will target consumers on all platforms with one code base.
Therefore saving the client money while delivering a native experience.
Drive Current, Inc. Senior Software Engineer

March 2014 – June 2015

• Led a team of engineers in building a dynamic marketing and analytics platform for the auto industry.
• Worked on a hybrid cross-platform app in Ionic to help streamline inefficiencies in the lifecycle of shipping a car.
Cerner Corporation Software Engineer

October 2012 – March 2014

• Built an analytics solution used by over 300 hospitals to monitor system performance and optimize user workflow.
Drive Current, Inc. Software Developer

November 2011 – October 2012

• Helped build the largest car transport network in the US with over 12,000 users and around 2 million views a month.
• Implemented a message queue service with RabbitMQ that sends millions of email / text notifications a day.
• Worked on a clustering algorithm to enhance performance UX on a map with thousands of data points.
Independent Contractor

November 2006 – July 2011

• Developed software for a number of clients, built for the web and cross-platform.
• Built a web portal for the city I lived in at the time.

EDUCATION
University of West Florida BS in Computer Science

2011

